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REV. RAYMOND BROSHEARS
Ray "who"? a Crusader

(Staff) News-Elfa did a write-up on our editor, Rev. Ray, and I thought you might like to have a copy of it, also. The column was written by Staff and then edited by Elfa. It was published in our February 14, 1982 issue. I hope you enjoy it. 

Raymond Bro-shears, born February 14, 1935, in Centerville, Tennessee, was raised by his grandmother ("Mom") and three aunts who were about his own age. He attended Hunter's Point High School in San Francisco. Ray was extremely religious according to his late aunt. Ray went to public schools in East Carolina, and San Francisco. Ray was an extremely religious youth according to his late aunt. He went to public schools in East Carolina, and San Francisco. Ray was an extremely religious youth according to his late aunt.

Elmer Wilhelm


Rev. Raymond Bro-shears; Crusader
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INTERMENT WILL BE AT THE SAN FRANCISCO NATIONAL CEMETARY, THE PRESIDIO.
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